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DEMAND GROWING FOR 
ALTERNATIVE ‘MILKS’
We take a look at what’s on offer including Freedom 
Food’s new Barista Blend Almond Breeze which 
won new Foodservice Product of the Year at  
Fine Food 2014.
AUTOMATIC COFFEE MACHINES 
ENSURE CONSISTENT QUALITY
Not every business can afford to hire trained 
baristas at $50+ an hour. Another option is a 
superautomatic coffee machine.
INSIDE PIZZA
Da Vinci’s Pizzeria Summer Hill features in the first 
on our new ‘Down the Street’ series of profiles on 
successful independent Aussie pizzamakers.
BREAKFAST GOOD FOR BUSINESS
More and more people are choosing to eat out 
in the morning, a sign of increasing consumer 
confidence.
PRODUCT PARADE
Terrific products for the takeaway market.

ABOUT OUR COVER
This issue’s cover showcases the versatility of Hans Pulled Pork which 
is ideal for a range of applications in the café and takeaway market 
– from pizza toppings to sandwiches and salads, or served hot in  
wraps and rolls.

Pulled Pork is just one of the varieties in the new Hans pulled meat range, 
which you can read about in more detail on page 13.

The Hans brand is long-established in the Australian foodservice market, 
having been founded by Hans Van Der Drift in 1960. In 2009 the business 
operations of Hans Continental Smallgoods were acquired by the Primo 
Group, which was established in Sydney in 1985.

Today the Primo Group employs more than 4,000 employees and 
runs Australia’s largest food manufacturing plant in the Brisbane  
suburb of Wacol.

Its extensive product range includes smallgoods marketed under both 
the Primo and Hans brands, many of which have won awards for their 
superior quality. A large selection of Hans salami and Primo bone in leg 
ham, salami and cured meats have won Gold, Silver and Bronze medals 
in the prestigious 2014 Melbourne and Sydney Fine Foods awards which 
is a recognition of the quality produced by both brands.

For more information on the 
extensive Primo and Hans range 
contact your local distributor, 
phone Primo Smallgoods on  
07 3344 0077 or email  
salesqld@primosmallgoods.com.au.

ExTENDED STORIES 
visit www.foodservicegateway.com.au and click on articles



Beverages made with milk 
– whether served hot or 
cold – are a must-have 
on the menu for café and 
takeaway operators alike. 
But these days there’s such 
a plethora of choice available 
to consumers that it’s hard 
to know what you need to 
offer to capture the maximum 
potential of your local market.

One thing is clear – you must 
offer an alternative to everyday 
cow’s milk.

Those of us with long 
memories can remember 
when soy milk was an unusual 

offering only to be found in ‘alternative’ cafes, but today it’s a 
standard option available almost everywhere.

In recent times rice milk and almond milk have become popular 
on the scene as well, and dairy suppliers have begun producing 
lactose-free cow’s milk.

While it’s rare for caucasians to develop lactose intolerance, 
it’s commonplace among people from Asia, Africa, the 
Middle East and some Mediterranean countries. Up to five 
per cent of caucasians and 75 per cent of non-caucasians  

living in Australia are lactose intolerant.

For those with lactose intolerance, consuming foods containing 
lactose can lead to abdominal pain, bloating and diarrhoea.

One simple solution is to avoid foods containing lactose, and 
increasing numbers of people have made the decision to remove 
milk from their diet. 

Soy milk, which is made by soaking dry soybeans and then 
grinding them in water, has become a commonplace alternative. 

But while most cafes and takeaways now offer soy as an option, 
other alternative products have since been developed including 
rice milk and most recently almond milk.

Freedom Foods, which markets a range of foods it describes as 
wholesome, tasty and allergen-free, offers a selection of dairy 
alternatives including soy milk, rice milk and quinoa milk with 
chia and has just launched its Barista Blend Almond Breeze, an  
almond milk developed specifically for the foodservice market.

“Almond milk has really come into its own in the last two years,” 
says Freedom Foods Brand Portfolio Manager Angelo de Blasio. 
“Today the category was made up primarily of soy but now soy is 
in decline and almond is growing.”

Angelo says almond milk comprises 25 per cent of all non-dairy 
milks sold in Australia today and almond milk volume is growing 
at more than 90 per cent pa, according to research conducted by 
Aztec QRT.

“The taste of soy milk is polarising,” Angelo explains. “Some 
people like it but others don’t. Almond milk, on the other hand 
doesn’t have that nutty, beany taste.”
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•	 	25%	of	all	non	dairy	milks	sold	
in	Australia	are	almond	milk*

•	 	Almond	milk	volume	is	
growing	at	+90%*

•	 	Almond	Breeze	has	40%	
share	of	the	Australian	
almond	milk	market*

•	 	30%	less	calories	than	skim	
milk	and	regular	soy*

	 *	Aztec	QRT	to	15th	June	2014.

Contact Freedom Foods for
more information: 1800 646 231

Barista Blend Almond Milk

Complimenting the World’s Finest Coffees

Soy & Dairy Free - Low in Fat & Calories

New



Freedom Foods has 
spent a year developing 
Barista Blend Almond 
Breeze to ensure its 
texture and flavour 
profile complements 
coffee better than soy, 
rice or skim milk. 

“We found that cafes 
had been picking 
up the longlife retail 
almond milk range, 
which doesn’t froth 
and texture as well as 

this new product, or buying fresh almond milk at up to 
$7 a litre only to find the product would separate when 
heated, so that the bitterness of the coffee went straight to  
the top.”

To formulate the new product, Freedom Foods worked in 
conjunction with two popular Sydney cafes – Boots Darling 
in Darlinghurst and Gusto in Bondi. The result is an almond 
milk which froths and textures just like cow’s milk, ideal for the  
café market.

Barista Blend Almond Breeze was officially launched last month at 
major food industry tradeshow Fine Food 2014 in Sydney, where 
it picked up the award for New Foodservice Product of the Year.

“It’s only been available for the past two to three weeks, but 
already we’ve got 200 cafes nationally, by preselling through key 

distributors,” Angelo tells us.

The new product contains no cholesterol or saturated fat and is  
98 per cent fat free – and of course is dairy and lactose free as well!

Of course, not all customers with lactose intolerance want to 
give up dairy products. Many prefer the taste of cow’s milk to 
alternatives, besides which it’s an excellent source of nutrients 
including vitamins and minerals, protein and carbohydrate.

For those customers you can offer lactose free milk, which has 
undergone enzymatic hydrolysis of the lactose.

In simple terms, lactase enzyme has been added to this 
milk to break the lactose down into easily-digestible glucose  
and galactose.

Devondale Murray Goulburn, Australia’s largest dairy food 
company, introduced lactose free full cream milk under its Liddells 
brand into the Australian market in 1996 and followed up with a low 
fat version two years later.

Today the brand offers a wide range of lactose free dairy products 
including daily pasteurised milk, long life milk, long life cream  
and yoghurt.

“The size of the market is definitely on the increase,” says Liddells 
Foodservice Marketing Manager Allison Freame. “We find lots 
of baristas are choosing to use the lactose-free alternative over 
regular milk as they say the frothing density is better.

“When it comes to flavour, obviously that’s very subjective but if 
some customers don’t like the taste of soy milk, or would prefer an 
alternative which is still dairy but is lactose free, then this is a great 
way of meeting their needs.”

CONTINUED frOm PAGE 4

www.inghamfoodservice.com.au  For more information or to place an order, contact your local branch.

Our Devil Wings, Sweet Chilli Tenders and NEW 
Southern Style Chicken are all quick to prepare, 
easy to sell and mouth wateringly delicious.
So, if you’re looking to spice up your chicken  
menu… Ingham has the answer.

Quick, easy and delicious!

Sweet Chilli Tenders
0020460

Quick, easy and delicious!

Sweet Chilli Tenders Southern Style Chicken Pieces   
5592800

Southern Style Chicken Pieces   

Quick, easy and delicious!
NEW

Devil Wings   20540

ARM0676 Ingham Takeaway_HP_TO.indd   1 3/07/14   3:38 PM

Markwell Foods,
proudly providing
innovative food solutions
to the Foodservice industry.
Try our delicious natural flathead fillets coated
in a light and crispy beer batter. Individually snap
frozen and packed in easy to use 3kg cartons.

For more information and an opportunity to sample, please contact the
Markwell Foods sales team on 1300 781 555 or info@markwellfoods.com.au

PRODUCT NAME: MARKWELL BEER BATTERED FLATHEAD FILLETS PACK SIZE: 3KG PRODUCT CODE: 332500     www.markwellfoods.com.au
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Australia’s number one chocolate  
hazelnut spread* is now available 
in two convenient new sizes.

With high viscosity and ease of piping, 

Nutella in the new 3kg bucket is the ideal 

choice for chefs, patissiers and bakers.

The new 3kg bucket is easy to stack and its 

extra wide opening allows you easy access 

to all the Nutella so there’s zero waste.

Breakfasts are now easily catered for with 

the new 15g Portion Control Packs. They are 

the perfect single serve size, so there’s no 

fuss and no mess.

Both new packs are completely shelf stable 

and require no refrigeration.

So start spreading the love and incorporate 

Nutella into your menu, you’ll be surprised 

at how easy it is to deliver mouth-watering 

dishes that your customers keep coming 

back for.

Two new sizes.
Same great taste.

Armory NUT0022_FSR

For more information please contact Ferrero Customer Service on 02 9409 8807 
*Source: Nielsen Grocery Scantrack value sales and value share % MAT (06/07/2014)

NEW3kg BUCKET

NEW3kg BUCKET

NEW
15g PORTION 

CONTROL

PACKS

So start spreading the love and incorporate 

Nutella into your menu, you’ll be surprised 

at how easy it is to deliver mouth-watering at how easy it is to deliver mouth-watering 

dishes that your customers keep coming 

back for.

NEW
15g PORTION 

CONTROL15g POR
CONTROL15g POR

PACKS
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INSIDEPizza
CuLINARY SOLuTIONS FOR TODAY’S PIZZA PROFeSSIONALS

LIKE MANY of Sydney’s independent pizza 
restaurants, Da Vinci’s is a family-owned 
and run business, which Nicola Piteo and 
his brother have owned with their uncle 
Tonino Lo Iacono for the past year and a 
half. Tonino had previously owned a highly 
successful gelato bar in Balmain and Nic, 
who manages the business, wanted to 
learn from his uncle’s business expertise 
and work alongside him to build his own 
future. They chose Summer Hill because 
they liked the area and the local community.

“It’s full of kids, with the local public schools 
and the big Trinity Grammar school up the 
road,” Nic tells us. “As a matter of fact 

we conduct pizza workshops and gelato 
classes at the local schools, so the kids can 
see pizza is not just Dominos and Pizza Hut 
– it’s about tradition and heritage.”

That tradition is key to Da Vinci’s success, 
as Nic explains – “we’re doing Roman 
pizza here, not Napoli pizza, and it’s quite 
different. Our pizza is flat, without a chunky 
edge, and the dough is rested for 72 hours 
in advance, which means we can use less 
yeast. So the base is light and crunchy, easier 
on the stomach. It takes patience to make 
but the customer is rewarded with superior  
texture and taste!”

Da Vinci’s currently has 20 pizzas on the 

menu, plus weekly specials. “Most of the 
recipes are traditional Roman ones, but 
we also ask the staff for advice and ideas, 
because in Italy every region has its own 
style pizza. So for example, our pizzamaker 
Matteo is from Sardinia, so he has his 
own style recipes which we’ve added  
to the menu.”

Da Vinci’s signature pizza is a capricciosa 
– margherita base with mushrooms, olives, 
artichoke, prosciutto and boiled egg. That 
last addition may seem unusual but makes 
the recipe authentic as well as distinctive 
from the average pizza offering, and all the  
ingredients blend beautifully.

While Da Vinci’s pizza menu is proudly 
European in its influence and approach, 
Nic says the majority of his customers are 
Aussies, at least during weeknights. “We 
do get more people  of Italian heritage from 
the surrounding suburbs over the weekend, 
but during the week it’s locals. I think their 
perception of pizza has changed – before it 
was all about how much topping there was, 
but now people are realising that the dough 
is important, and the quality of topping is 
more important than the quantity. 

“It has to be fresh and we prepare everything 
fresh every day – we grill our eggplant, our 
zucchini, we roast our capsicum. We don’t 
buy those pre-made antipasto products 
that are in oil – if you put that on the pizza 
it makes it too oily and heavy and your 
customer won’t be satisfied, they’ll remain 
hungry after consuming it.”

As well as pizza, Da Vinci offers pasta, 
Roman style polenta served on a wooden 
board (minimum four people) with napoli 
sauce, pork sausage and broccoli.And 
for special occasions a full porchetta 
which utilises a whole pork that’s cleaned 
and prepared, then oven-roasted for 
eight hours in the traditional manner.  
The restaurant seats 60 inside in the front 

DOWN THE STREET
PROFESSIONAL PIZZAMAKERS’ SUCCESS STORY

The first in a new regular feature series – each issue we will be profiling a 
different Aussie pizzamaking establishment, looking at how they’ve built a 
successful business and what sets them apart from their competitors. We 
begin with Da Vinci’s Pizzeria in the inner-Sydney suburb of Summer Hill.

READ EXTENDED VERSION @
www.clubperfect.com.au

Nicola Piteo



SIMON BEST 

There are plenty of pizzerias whose 
business is primarily, or even solely 
takeaway/home delivery – those 
operations which might have only one 
or two tables in a cramped shopfront but 
a big stack of pizza boxes at the front 
counter. 

Of course there are also lots of 
restaurants, pubs, clubs, bistros and 
cafes whose business is predominantly 
dine-in – they might not open for dinner, 
and even if they do they don’t have 
drivers or available staff to make home 
deliveries.

But even if your business is in that latter 
category, it’s well worth considering 
giving your customers the option to take 
their pizza away rather than dine-in.

Club Perfect Ambassadors Simon and 
Sam Lumbroso operate their Pizza 
Cutters business without any dine-in 
component, believing that pizza is a 
casual meal that people like to take away 
with them.

The success of their business has proven 
that there is a strong  customer base for 
takeaway – and Simon points out that big 
franchise chain Pizza Hut has followed 
suit, divesting itself of its dine-in pizza 
restaurants to focus solely on takeaway 

and home delivery.Even at pizza 
restaurants which focus predominantly 
on dine-in,  takeaway often still makes up 
some 30 per cent of the business.

Some pizza professionals shy away from 
home delivery because inevitably you 
lose a certain amount of control over the 
finished product.

No matter how careful the driver, the pizza 
can be damaged in transit, or it can arrive 
cold. Then the customer will try to reheat 
it, but pizza reheated in a microwave will 
go soggy and limp. 

The customer’s perception of your 
product quality is thus compromised 
– and especially for independent local 
operators, you need to be able to offer 
a consistent quality product to keep 
customers coming back.

As a result, some independent pizza 
businesses won’t home deliver, but they 
still acknowledge takeaway is often worth 
offering. 

It means the customer may have to wait 
in-store for longer, but they’ll be rewarded 
by a pizza whose quality is as consistent 
and well-presented as your team can 
make it. And that will give you a better 
chance of repeat business.

NEW ON CLUB PERFECT
CLUB PERFECT, the premier resource for 
Australia’s independent pizza professionals, 
is set to become bigger and better than ever 
over the coming months, as we introduce 
more new regular features, exciting articles 
and exclusive video content!

Surf over to the website to check out the first 
of our new site updates and you’ll find plenty 
of info on all the following:

DESIGNING EFFECTIVE MENUS

First impressions count, and your customers 
will be looking at your menu well before 
they get to taste the food. So it’s important 
to invest the time and effort in ensuring its 
presentation and content is appropriate to 
the image you want your restaurant to evoke.

Click on Masterclass/ Expert Opinion

MOZZARELLA UNDER 
THE MICROSCOPE

It’s the one must-have product no 
pizzamaker can do without, but what 
are the particular characteristics that 
make up a superior quality mozz? 
Click on Masterclass/ Choosing the Cheese

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN 
CONVEYOR OVENS

The latest innovations in conveyor ovens 
ensure the flavour and moisture is sealed 
within your food while the oven itself is easy 
to use as well as being fast and economical.

Click on Masterclass/ Equipment Overview

HOW TO IDENTIFY QUALITY GELATO

In the past two decades Aussies have 
become more familiar with gelato which 
nowadays is available from many suppliers. 
But with such a range to choose from, how 
do you decide which gelato you want to 
serve your customers?

Click on Masterclass/Complementary Cuisine

MASTERCLASS CONTENT IS  EXCLUSIVE 
TO CLUB PERFECT MEMBERS!

NOT A MEMBER YET? SIGN UP TODAY

Registration is FREE and takes 
only a few minutes 

www.clubperfect.com.au

ADD TAKEAWAY TO THE 
MENU FOR EXTRA PROFIT

Pizzamaking partners 
Simon & Sam Lumbroso

Once upon a time gluten free food was something you 
could only pick up in health food shops, but today our 
supermarkets stock entire shelves of the stuff – gluten 
free bread, cereals, cake mixes, sauces and much more. 
“Gluten free” is proudly proclaimed on the packaging 
of everything from chicken nuggets to sausages. Pizza 
restaurants have followed suit, with many offering 
gluten free pizzas. So what is this demand for gluten 
free all about, and should you be adding gluten free 
pizzas to the menu?
Despite the fact that gluten free food may seem like the latest 
in a long line of health fads, there is in fact a serious, medically 
diagnosed condition called coeliac disease, and the only effective 
treatment for it is a lifelong gluten free diet. 

People with coeliac disease have a permanent intestinal intolerance 
to gluten, and according to current estimates from the Coeliac 
Society of Australia 1 in every 100 Australians may have it, though 
up to 80 per cent of them may remain undiagnosed.

This means approximately 200,000 Australians may have the illness 
but don’t know it yet. However, many of them may have noticed 
they have a bad reaction when they eat gluten – and consequently 
have decided to eliminate it from their diet.

In addition to those with coeliac disease, the wider availability of 
gluten free food has led many people to experiment with reducing 
or eliminating the amount of gluten in their diet. 

A third factor in the rising demand for gluten free food is the amount 
of dietary advice, discussion and theorizing on the Internet, with 
some bloggers and writers even linking gluten to serious conditions 
like autism and attention deficit disorder. 

While these claims are extremely contentious and unsupported 
by any current scientific consensus, their growing presence online 
has encouraged even more people to reduce or eliminate gluten  
from their diet.

As a result of all this, the gluten free market is becoming quite a 

profitable one. A report in Britain’s Daily Telegraph late last year 
said the Food Standards Agency estimated the British gluten free 
market was worth GBP238 million annually, and had grown by 
more than 15 per cent last year. In the US, it’s worth around $2.6 
billion, and is predicted to double in size within the next two years.

So what exactly is gluten, and how difficult is it to offer a  
gluten free pizza?

Gluten is a protein found in wheat, rye, barley, triticale (a cross 
between wheat and rye) and oats. People wanting to avoid 
gluten must therefore not eat any foods or ingredients made  
from these grains.

This includes your standard pizza base made from wheat flour, 
regular pasta made from wheat flour, and many types of bread, 
cakes, biscuits and food batters.

Gluten is also found in the wheat fillers and additives used in 
many processed meats and smallgoods, like salamis and glazed 
ham,which are common pizza toppings.

So to create a gluten free pizza, the first thing you need to change 
is your pizza base. Premade gluten free bases are available, or 
you can experiment with making your own gluten free base using 
cornflour, rice flour or other gluten free alternatives. 

WHY 
OffEr 
GLUTEN 
frEE PIZZA 
BASES?

READ EXTENDED VERSION @www.clubperfect.com.au



EQUIPmENT SHOWCASE
YOUR CONVEYOR OVEN doesn’t just 
have to be for cooking pizzas. In these days 
when there is often a shortage of skilled 
labour, a well-designed conveyor oven can 
make your life a lot easier because it can be 
almost foolproof to operate. The traditional 
woodfired oven, on the other hand, requires 
a lot more attention on the part of your pizza 
cooks to ensure the pizza cooks evenly and 
doesn’t burn.

One major benefit of a good conveyor 
oven is consistency of throughput – once 
you’ve got the temperature range and 
conveyor speed right, you can put through 

pizza after pizza, and they’ll cook in a  
consistent manner.

Recent innovations in conveyor 
oven technology have led to 
the availability of ovens which 
come in a wide range of sizes 
to suit available space and 

boast cooking speeds faster than 
ever before.

“Every oven’s different,” points out 
former Australian pizza champion Bruno 

Gentile, now the Queensland Business 
Development Manager and Corporate Chef 
for Middleby Marshall, a leading name in 
conveyor oven design. “So you need to test your  

conveyor oven carefully before you choose it.

“We had a pizzamaker come in to our test kitchen last week who was using a different 
oven and he wanted to trial the WOW. We set it up according to his specifications and by 
the time the pizza had gotten halfway through the cooking chamber it was burnt. That’s 
because the WOW cooks much faster than the oven he normally uses. So we showed 
him how to adjust the settings to suit his product.

“In his old oven it was taking him six minutes to cook the pizza but with the WOW the 
cooking time was reduced to four a half minutes. One of the pizzas he was cooking used 
to come out very moist in his old oven, but with the WOW it was much crisper when 
cooked, which was a big improvement for him. So it’s all about investigating the features 
available and seeing what best suits your needs.”

Bruno emphasises that the beauty of a good conveyor oven is you don’t need highly 
trained staff. “With the high turnover in this industry it’s hard to find specialised workers 
and ovens like the WOW take that requirement out. This kind of new technology is faster, 
more economical and is taking the world by storm. It’s not just for pizza – we have hotels 
and pubs using these kinds of ovens in their kitchens. The WOW comes with a slip 
chain so you can alter the conveyor speed and put through steaks at half-pass which  
gives a great result.”

FIND OUT MORE www.clubperfect.com.au Click on Masterclass / Equipment Overview 

Victoria - Tasmania
327 ferntree Gully road
mount Waverley
VIC 3149
Tel: (03) 8541 1588

South Australia
183 melbourne Street
North Adelaide
SA 5006
Tel: (08) 8267 2024

New South Wales
Level 182 Waterloo road
North ryde
NSW 2113
Tel: (02) 8899 3222

Western Australia
22 Geddes Street
Balcatta
WA 6021
Tel: (08) 6253 0400

Queensland
Unit 5/8 Navigator Place
Hendra
QLD 4011
Tel: (07) 3868 8200

For general enquires
Contact Perfect Italiano
Customer service
1300 738 484

CONTACTS

RECIPE OF THE MONTH 
This month’s recipe is the signature pizza 
from Da Vinci’s Pizzeria, as created by 
Tonino Lo Iacono.

Capricciosa is a traditional Roman pizza 
recipe made distinctive by the use of 
boiled egg and Prosciutto di Parma. This 
is a traditional Italian dry-cured ham which 
boasts a rich, highly nuanced flavour. True 
Prosciutto di Parma is produced in the 
hills around Parma, at no higher than 900 
meters altitude, from particular breeds of 
pig which are fed on grain and whey diets. 
All Prosciutto di Parma is cured for at least 
12 months, often longer, which ensures its 
distinctive taste.

CAPRICCIOSA PIZZA
Ingredients: 
1 pizza dough base 
Mutti tomato sauce 
100g Perfect Italiano mozzarella 
Olives 
Artichoke hearts 
Mushrooms 
Boiled egg 
Prosciutto di Parma

Method:

Roll pizza dough onto tray and spread mutti 
tomato sauce over base leaving a space 
around 1 – 2 cm from edge. Spread Perfect 
Italiano Mozzarella cheese over base.

Add olives, artichoke hearts and sliced 
mushrooms and place in oven. Once 
cooked top with boiled egg and Prosciutto 
di Parma immediately before serving.

Bruno Gentile

The new pulled meat range from Hans 
Smallgoods is a terrific time-saving solution 
for professionals working in cafes, pizzerias, 
pub bistros and takeaways alike.

“These new products, consisting 
of Hans Pulled Pork, Beef, 

Chicken and Turkey, offer 
fantastic convenience 

and ease of use, 
because all the hard 

work has already 
been done for you,” 

says Hans Smallgoods 
Group Product Manager 

Steve Bowden.

“All products in the range consist of authentic pulled meat that’s 
been genuinely slow-cooked for up to 10 hours, depending upon 
the type of meat used.

“The end result is a top quality product with natural presentation 
and terrific taste, just as if you’d prepared it yourself using traditional 
handpulling methods. 

“But using Hans pulled meat saves all that time and effort. All you 
have to do is take our product from the fridge and put it straight into 
your food. The final result is a fantastic, delicious slow cooked meal 
in minutes –not hours.”

Hans pulled meats are not only convenient to use and versatile 
in application - their quality is the best available on the  
foodservice market.

Hans uses only premium beef and pork and chicken and turkey 

breast meat. All Hans pulled meats are relatively low in fat and 
gluten free with no artificial colours or flavours.

They’re ideal for a wide range of meals from pizza toppings to 
sandwich inclusions, or served in salad.

You can even heat them and serve with gravy in a roll, slider or wrap 
instead of roast beef, pork or chicken.

Hans pulled meats 
are available in 1kg 
bags either chilled 
or frozen to 
make it easy to 
store them in the 
fridge or freeze 
until needed. As 
they’re individually quick frozen, the product is free flowing 
straight from the bag and will defrost rapidly for further ease of use.

With a frozen shelf life of up to six months and around 35 days 
chilled in the fridge, Hans pulled meats are an ideal addition to your 
menu and a cost-effective and convenient way of offering your 
customers the terrific quality and flavour of authentic pulled meat 
that tastes as good as if you’d prepared it from scratch.

For more information contact your local distributor, phone Primo 
Smallgoods on 07 3344 0077  

or email salesqld@primosmallgoods.com.au

 

NEW HANS PULLED mEAT RANgE  
BOASTS UNBEATABLE CONVENIENCE
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SLOW COOKED  
FOR UP TO  
10 HOURS

READY TO EAT IN 
juSt SecondS - 

HOT OR COLD

http://www.clubperfect.com.au


The goodnn  n n n e w s 
for the café and takeaway 
market is that breakfast is “trending upwards” in marketing speak. 
In other words, more and more people are choosing to eat out in the 
morning – and as Sissel Rosengren of major foodservice research 
company FI Foresight points out, that’s typically a sign of increasing  
consumer confidence.
“The breakfast segment is a very good indicator of how well the 
foodservice market is doing,” Sissel tells us. “When consumer 
confidence is down and discretionary spending is tight, people eat 
breakfast at home, but we’re now seeing breakfast’s share of the 
dining out market rising by three per cent. That may not sound 
like much, but it’s definitely signalling a shift, and we’ve seen this 
consistently over the past 12 months – rising consumer confidence 
following five or six years of a very volatile market.”

Sissel ads that Australians eat breakfast out far more often than 
our European counterparts – “You don’t see it happening so much 
in France or Italy, those kinds of markets where you might tend to 
think it would,” she says. “The Australian market is unique in the 
world, and our propensity to eat out is among the top in the world 
compared to the big markets in Europe. 

Sissel’s comments are echoed by Darren O’Brien, who as National 
Account Manager for Tip Top Foodservice is well placed to observe 
the latest trends in the breakfast market.”

“From our perspective, it’s certainly still a growing meal occasion 
for people dining out,” Darren says. “On weekdays it’s mainly about 
‘grab and go’ – people are time-poor, they don’t eat breakfast at 
home, and they’re looking for something fairly simple. They want 
something they know and that’s comfortable, something handheld 
they can eat on the way to work.

“Café and takeaway operators are catering to these needs by 
offering things like our thick-sliced raisin bread, which is twice 
the standard thickness so it’s equivalent to two serves, but the 
customer can easily hold it in one hand while eating.”

Darren adds the market is also growing through the increasing 
tendency of business travellers to try breakfast outside of their hotel 
during the week. “In the old days people were happy to stay in the 
hotel and have the breakfast buffet, but nowadays there’s so much 
on offer that they have a desire to go out, investigate and explore.

“What the smart café and takeaway operators are doing is taking 
well-known meals and giving them an upmarket twist, or making 
them a little different. For example, you can take a regular bacon 
and egg roll and by replacing the standard bread roll with our 
gourmet hamburger bun which comes dusted with semolina, 
you can change the look and feel, make the presentation more 
exciting and the taste more distinctive, which helps generate  
repeat business.

“Pancakes are also a very popular breakfast trend at the moment. 
We sell them frozen under our Golden brand and the operator can 
break those out, let them thaw and warm them quickly and easily in 
the microwave, put into a pan to crisp up the outside or even heat 
them in the oven or a combi steamer. They’re simple to prepare and 
serve and the addition of some fruit and maple syrup gives you a 
really appetising breakfast.

“Our advice is to always look out for ways to trick your food up – and 
one of the easiest ways is to replace the standard bread component 
with a ciabatta, Turkish bread, pana di casa or sourdough. There 
are so many options available today. We’ve seen many cafes are 
serving breakfast bruschetta - turkish bread topped with tomato 
and avocado, which is lighter than you’d serve at lunch but ideal for 
the breakfast customer.”
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Breakfast  
good for  

business as 
more customers 

eat out earlier

Turn potatoes
 into profits! into profits!

King Edward  potato ovens yield high margins with low costs

For pricing and leasing options visit www.potato-ovens.com.au or call 1800 265 771

Profits are hard enough to come by in any business, but with a King 
Edward oven, combined with the humble potato, you may just have 
found a short cut to financial success.
Baked potatoes are enjoyed by just about everybody and can be 
served with either hot or cold fillings to satisfy appetites in any 
season. They have a high nutritional value, appeal to vegetarians and 

diet conscious customers, have a low ‘average costs per serve’ and 
are quick and easy to prepare.
With unrivaled cooking performance and hard wearing good 
looks, King Edward ovens have capacities ranging from 24 to 100 
potatoes to suit businesses of all sizes. 
So don’t delay, start turning potatoes into profits today!

ARM0684 King Edward FP Ad.indd   1 2/10/14   4:52 PM



 
    All foodservice professionals 

operating within today’s highly competitive café and takeaway 
market recognise the importance of being able to offer customers 
consistently good coffee.
Whether it’s dine-in or takeaway, coffee is a key component of 
the morning, midday and afternoon trade. From busy customers 
wanting to grab a quick cup on their way to work, to the mid-
morning ritual of shoppers relaxing over a coffee and snack, 
through to lunchtime patronage and beyond, coffee is one product 
which can generate strong repeat business. 

But to do that you need to be able to offer consistent quality every 
time. One bad coffee can ruin the experience for your customer 
and you’ll lose them forever – to one of your competitors.

However, ensuring consistent coffee is easier said than done. Not 
every business can afford to hire trained baristas at $50+ an hour, 
and traditional group head espresso machines when incorrectly 
used can easily generate inconsistent or poor quality coffee.

The alternative is to invest in an automatic or ‘superautomatic’ 
coffee machine which will grind the beans, make the coffee and 
even heat the milk to the correct temperature.

Such machines were once rare in Australia, but over the past 
decade have become increasingly commonplace especially in 
large QSRs such as McDonalds and c-stores like 7-Eleven. Even 
upmarket hotel chains, conference centres and airline lounges 
like Qantas Club have installed superautomatic machines. The 
reason is simple: today’s technology allows them to produce a 

consistently high quality coffee every time.

“Consistency is the key benefit,” acknowledges Greg Gibbs, Sales 
& Marketing Manager for Boema, which imports and markets 
Schaerer superautomatic coffee machines from Switzerland.

“The coffee comes out the same every time and the machine 
doesn’t need a day off. It frees your staff up for other tasks in 
the kitchen, making you more productive and offering greater  
time efficiency.

“Not every business can afford a barista but your coffee still needs 
to be consistently good to ensure repeat business. That’s where 
the superautomatic machines really come into their own.

“The operating cost is low and they’re simple to maintain 
with a ten minute clean each day to flush out the milk system.  

Automatic coffee machines ensure 
consistent quality coffee without 
expense of hiring baristas
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Left: Australian Beverage Corporation's 
WMF 8000S Professional series

Btm: The Schaerer Coffee Art Plus from Boema

The machine soon  
pays for itself thanks 
to the throughput – 
because the greater 
consistency of coffee 
generates an increase 
in business.”

One of the most popular 
Schaerer machines 
for the local market is 
the Coffee Art Plus, 
which features a fully 
automatic milk system 
in four variations, four 
different steam wands 
for manually foaming 
and heating milk, a 
variety of milk storage 

options and other functionality.

In fact it’s the presence of milk as a component of the coffee 
making process that makes regular cleaning so important. Given 
its limited life and the fact that it requires refrigeration, the leading 
superautomatic machine suppliers have spent considerable time 
and effort on developing technology to protect it from contamination 
and make cleaning the units easier.

An example is the patented ‘Plug&Clean’ milk system developed 
by German manufacturer WMF for its superautomatic machines 
which are imported and distributed in Australia and New Zealand 

by Australian Beverage Corporation.

“Our Plug&Clean milk system is the only one on the market 
with HACCP certification for both the handling component and 
automated cleaning system,” points out Australian Beverage 
Corporation’s National Sales and Marketing Manager Boris 
Georgiou. “The container has a built-in spout and plug system 
rather than a line dropped directly into the milk – as the latter allows 
for contamination through operator touch.”

“As there is no contamination through operator touch in the WMF 
plug and clean system, you don’t have to dissemble any milk lines 
for daily cleaning. The total system cleaning process (brewer and 
milk systems) takes only two minutes to set up, 10 minutes to cycle 
through, and another minute to packup.”

“The machine will also rinse itself three and a half minutes after 
making a milk beverage in the event that it’s not used again to make 
another, keeping the dispensing spout clean and hygienic.”

The WMF 8000S Professional Series, pictured above, features 
up to four hoppers allowing for flexibility in what the machine can 
serve. You can have three different coffee blends, including decaf, 
and one soluble alternative like hot chocolate or chai.

An LCD display screen automates numerous processes at the 
touch of a button and the unit offers a wide choice of milk and 
steam settings, able to provide hot and cold milk foam and prepare 
both hot and cold beverages. 

“With the new generation of technology, WMF machines can 

A FROZEN FRUIT WHIP, MADE  
WITH 100% AUSSIE FRUIT.

FRUIT WITH TREAT-CRED
FROZEN FRUIT WHIP – MADE WITH 100% AUSSIE FRUIT.

FRUIT WITH TREAT-CRED
FROZEN FRUIT WHIP – MADE WITH 100% AUSSIE FRUIT.

‘Perfect Fruit’ is a trade mark of SPC Ardmona.  ‘SPC’ is a registered trade mark  of SPC Ardmona. * Apple comparison is based on a medium sized (170g) Pink Lady Apple which contains approx. 90 calories.

DAIRY  
& FAT 
FREE

LESS
CALORIES
THAN AN 
APPLE*

FOR FURTHER DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT ANTON DUDDY +61 4 27415881

EXTENDED STORY click ARTICLES  

foodservicegateway.com.au



PRODUCT PARADE    

When it comes to quality products your customers are sure 
to love, Australia’s takeaway operators are spoilt for choice. 
Here’s a selection of some of the latest and greatest.

SPC PERFECT FRUIT
SPC Perfect Fruit is a new fruit soft serve product with less calories 
than an average apple (comparison based on a medium sized 170g 
pink lady apple which contains approx 90 calories).

A healthier alternative to sugar-loaded frozen yoghurt and ice cream, 
Perfect Fruit is all-natural, dairy, fat and gluten free.

Made using 100 per cent Australian fruit 
that’s whipped with air and frozen 

to produce a texture similar 
to soft-serve ice cream, it’s 

available in three delicious 
flavours – Mixed Berry, 
Mango and Strawberry.

The equipment to make 
Perfect Fruit is simple to use 
and easy to clean.

More information:  
www.spc.com.au 
 

SPM BEVERAGE DISPENSERS
SPM Drink Systems has a range 
of new beverage dispensing units 
on the market, including the GT 
Push which is a multipurpose unit 
ideal for c-stores, takeaways, bars, 
cafes and restaurants. It enables 
you to create the perfect thick 
shake, frozen yoghurt, frozen fruit 
drink, frozen coffee or your own 
signature frozen product. Available 
in one or two bowl configurations, 
the I-Tank technology prevents ice 
accumulation on the outer side 
of the bowl while the push button 
feature increases motor speed allowing quicker dispensing  
of product.

GT Push is designed to operate with water or milk-based product 
and is capable of producing a significant overrun ensuring high 
return on investment.

More information: www.spmdrinksystems.com.au.

NESTLE SJORA SMOOTH FUSION
Sjora is the latest innovative fruit drink from Nestle Professional. 
Made with real fruit, Sjora is 99 per cent fat free with no 
artificial colours or flavours and takes only 15 seconds to  
prepare and serve.

Just open the frozen Sjora concentrate and place into a blender, 
add water, blend for 15 seconds and it’s ready.

Sjora is available in three frozen flavour concentrates: Mango 
Crush, made with Kensington Pride mangoes and crushed 
pineapple; dairy-free Berry Crush, made with strawberries, 
raspberries and bluberries; and Banana & Oats Frozen 
Smoothie, made with banana, oats and a hint of honey.  
Each flavour comes in 8 x 425g sachets which can be conveniently 
stored in the freezer until needed.

More information: www.nestleprofessional.com.

KING EDWARD POTATO OVEN RANGE
Perfect Fry Company has 
been appointed new Australian 
and New Zealand agent and 
distributor for the King Edward 
Potato Oven range which was 
introduced to Australia in 1996.

The range includes both 
traditional and contemporary 
style potato ovens which have 
a fan forced cooking chamber 
lined with marine grade 
stainless steel, internal rounded 
corners and exhaust to allow just the right amount of moisture in 
the chamber to produce quality baked spuds.

A display chamber above the oven allows warm storage of 
cooked potatoes prior to serving, while the operator can cook the  
next batch.

The range includes a variety of sizes to suit different capacity 
requirements as well as matching-styled bain maries and cold 
servers for all your favourite potato toppings.

These crafted ovens and equipment are designed to fit front of 
house to help promote the sales of hot potatoes in any premises.

More information: phone 03 9877 7711  
or visit www.perfectfry.com.au.

Stock up on these terrific takeaway products!
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For perfect fish’n’chips,
simply SNAP then SQUEEZE.

Featuring ‘SNAP then SQUEEZE’ packaging 
that’s simple to open, Fountain smartSQUEEZE 
portion control sauces have been designed to 
maximise ease-of-use and minimise fuss.

SNAP

SQUEEZE
FOLD
OVER

Rich and creamy, Fountain smartSQUEEZE 
Tartare sauce is the perfect accompaniment to 
all fi sh and seafood. 

Australian made and Gluten Free. For more 
information call Cerebos customer care on 
1300 365 865.

Plus each shipper of  100 individual sauces 
comes in a counter ready display carton.

So if  you want to serve sauce smarter, you can’t 
go past Fountain smartSQUEEZE sauces. 

Available now from your local foodservice 
wholesaler. 

Serving suggestion

www.cerebosfoodservice.com.au

MADE IN AUSTRALIA

Each individual pack has 
a handy barcode, making 
sales quicker and stock 
control easier. 

http://www.spmdrinksystems.com.au
http://www.nestleprofessional.com
http://www.perfectfry.com.au



